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Solution overview 
The Microsoft Dynamics 365 Banking Accelerator is a solution released to sit on top of an 

existing Dynamics instance and assist with day to day banking operations. The solution has been 

split into both Retail and Commercial banking and can be implemented with one or both. The 

Accelerator contains installable solutions that include standard entity attribute extensions, new 

banking entities, pre-built dashboards, workflows, sample data as well as other tools to help 

customers and partners build and deploy new banking solutions. 

This documentation provides a walkthrough of the key dashboards and flows within the Banking 

solutions. 

Installing the Banking Accelerator Test Drive  
*Please note this Test Drive: 

• May include capabilities not yet available for download 

• Is read-only 

• Is limited in duration  

To install the Banking Accelerator, follow this process: 

 

• Select the Test Drive button for the Banking Accelerator from AppSource. Sign in.  

 

https://appsource.microsoft.com/en-US/product/dynamics-365/msfsi.bankingcommondatamodel?tab=overview
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• Select the box and then Continue.  

 

 
• Select Accept. 
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Start A Test Drive  
Once you select accept, you’ll be brought to the Banking Portal. Here you’ll see a list of all the 

apps available to you.  

 

Known Error Messages 
Did you see this error message?  

 

If you recently tried a test drive, you may receive this error. If so, please open a private browser 

session and restart the test drive. This should resolve the error. If it does not resolve this error 

message, please let us know at dynindaccsupport@microsoft.com] 

  

mailto:dynindaccsupport@microsoft.com
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Personas 
The walkthrough document was created with the following Personas in mind:  

1. Banking Customer  

a. The Banking Customer can be either a Person or Company who works 

with the bank.  

2. Relationship Manager (Retail Banking) 

a. The Relationship Manager will work with People and Companies to build 

stronger relationships and help build out a full Customer 360 view.   

3. Loan Officer  

a. The Loan Officer facilitates loans on both the Retail and Commercial side.  

4. Relationship Manager (Commercial Banking) 

b. The Relationship Manager will work with People and Companies to build 

stronger relationships and help build out a full Customer 360 view.   

5. Branch Manager  

a. The Branch Manager will use both the dashboards and analytics to help 

the bank and customers make effective decisions.   

Walkthrough the Customer Journey 
Join us on a journey through the eyes of one customer, Betty Welch. We’ll walk you through the 

ways the Banking Accelerator helps your team maintain happy customers who return to you 

time and again. 

 

Step 1: The customer’s first touch – your company’s website  

Betty Welch is a customer at the Contoso Bank. She is interested in obtaining a better rate 

on her mortgage. She uses bank’s website to check current rates for a 15-year mortgage.  

You can see this at financialservicesportal.powerappsportals.com  

 

financialservicesportal.powerappsportals.com
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Betty quickly chats with a virtual agent to learn mortgage rates for a 15-year fixed mortgage. 

She believes this is less than her mortgage but logs in to check. 
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[Note: Betty’s user ID and password is already populated, so just sign-in]  

Betty signs into her account in the upper right and views her available balances, payments, 

and mortgage interest rate. She looks further at her mortgage details and observes her 

interest rate is more than the going interest rate for a 15-year loan, she decides she would 

like to speak with a Contoso Bank representative to refinance her loan.
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Using the virtual agent, she is now authenticated and can check her account balances and 

easily schedule an appointment at a time convenient for her right within the virtual agent. 

 

 

 

 

Step 2: The customer visits your bank 

Before Betty Welch visits Contoso Bank for her scheduled appointment, let’s look at how the 

relationship manager starts their day. 
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They begin looking at an overview of all their opportunities and new referrals in the Retail 

Banking portal and the Relationship Manager Dash. They see their appointment with Betty 

Welch as well as all their open opportunities. 
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To prepare for their meeting with Betty, the Relationship Manager looks at a customer 360 

view. 

 

 

To help give them the full picture, they look at Betty’s Profile, Financial Products, and 

Households and Connections.  
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Once with Betty, the Relationship Manager asks what Contoso Bank can assist her with. Betty 

discusses her desire to open a CD and refinance her mortgage. The Relationship Manager 

shares Contoso’s high-yield CD rates. Betty is extremely happy and asks the Relationship 

Manager to start the CD application.  

(*Please note as you view this in Read-only some of these steps you will not be able to test.) 
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During the application process, the Relationship Manager looks at the Know Your Customers 

(KYCs) and re-validates Betty’s information before finalizing the CD application. Betty is happy 

with her new high-yield CD. Knowing Betty is interested in learning more about refinancing her 

home, the Relationship Manger refers a Loan Officer to follow up with her.   

 

Step 3: The customer seamlessly refinances her home  

A Loan Officer is put in contact with Betty Welch. Knowing she wants to refinance her home at a 

lower interest rate, they share all the options available to her.  (*Please note Betty’s view is on 

her new CD account), please click on her husband, Bryon Welch, if you’d like to see the 

mortgage application process.)  
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Betty is so pleased with both her high-yield CD and lower-interest-rate home loan refinance she 

asks to discuss her options for expanding her Coffee Inc business.  

 

Step 4: The customer easily applies for business loan 

The Loan Officer switches from the retail banking portal to commercial banking. Coffee Inc 

wants to expand the business and needs financing to include for the new coffee shop.  

 

 

On the way to open Coffee Inc’s financials, the Loan Officer views all top opportunities in 

their Dashboard.  
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Before they can help with a loan for the Coffee Shop Expansion, the Loan Officer learns 

more about Coffee Inc’s financial details and needs. 
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Then they review a summary of the commercial deal and check the needed facilities and 

view how much of their limit Coffee Inc is using. 
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The Loan Officer views more details of this commercial loan and speaks with the CFO of 

Coffee Inc, Byron Welch, with a few questions. Once satisfied with all the facts and figures, 

the Loan Offer processes and awards the loan to Coffee Inc.  
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Step 4: Building customer relationships 

To continue building their relationship with Coffee Inc and other active businesses, the 

Relationship Manager reviews their Commercial KYC Summary and Overview.  

 

They view the active businesses and lead scoring on the open commercial deals. Here the 

Relationship Manager is excited to see an additional deal with Coffee Inc, the Coffee Shop 

Expansion. 

 

 

The Relationship Manger wants to better understand the commercial deal for their client, 

Coffee Inc. and their Contacts and Connections. 
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Step 5: Your customers are always supported 

The Branch Manager sees both the retail and commercial sides of the bank. They view analytics 

and insights to improve the branch operations and performance of their team from the 

Application Overview Dashboard from Power BI. Their insights and team support ensure 

success of every customer interaction and deal. 

 

 

Step 6: Happy customer = future business & referrals 

Betty walks away from her encounter with Contoso Bank extremely happy. The entire experience 

for her felt seamless. She now has a high-yielding CD and the facilities needed to expand Coffee 

Inc. She goes on to recommend Contoso Bank to her friends and business colleagues.  Thank 

you for completing the Banking Accelerator Test Drive.  


